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Eisenberg [3] gave conditions that certain homogeneous programming 
problems be dual. Recently, Bhatia and Kaul [2, 61 have presented a case 
of duality in which one of the basic assumptions of Eisenberg fails to hold. 
Our purpose here is to extend the results of Bhatia and Kaul to the case of 
arbitrary complex polyhedral cones. We rely mainly on the methods of 
these authors, but we also use the technique of Ben-Israel [l]. 
1. A SOLVABILITY THEOREM 
This section is devoted to an extension of Kaul’s solvability theorem [6]. 
Our notation is standard except that we adopt the symbols AH, A+ and S* 
of Ben-Israel [I] for the conjugate transpose of A, the generalized inverse of A, 
and the polar of S, respectively. 
THEOREM 1.1. Let A E CmX* and b E C”. Let S be a polyhedral cone in Cn 
and K be a bounded closed convex set in Cnz. Then 
b=Ax+k for some x E S and some k E K (1) 
if and only if 
AHy E S* implies that Re(y, b - k) > 0 for some k E K. (2) 
Proof. (1) => (2). Let b = Ax + k for some x E S and some k E K and 
assume that AHy E S*. Since x E S, Re(AHy, x) >, 0. It follows that 
Re( y, b - k) = Re(y, Ax) = Re(AHy, x) 3 0, 
as desired. 
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(2) 3 (1). We note first that the set AS + K is convex. Because K is 
bounded and closed, AS + K is also closed. (For if Axi + k, ---f z, then by 
passing to a subsequence we can assume that Ki -+ k E K. Then Axi + z - k 
and z - k = AX for some x E S because AS is closed [5, pp. 15-161.) Now 
suppose that (2) holds and that b $ AS + K. Then there is some y E C”’ 
and some real number 01 such that 
WY, Ax + k) 2 a > Re( y, 4 (3) 
for all x E S and all k E K. Then for x E S, Re( y, Ax) < 0 is impossible 
because tx E S for all t > 0. Thus Re(y, Ax) = Re(AHy, X) >, 0 for all 
x E S. Consequently, AHy E S* and (2) implies that Re(y, b - k) 3 0 for 
some k E K. Hence Re(y, b) > Re(y, k). But if we choose x = 0 in (3), we 
obtain Re( y, k) > Re( y, b), a contradiction. Thus (2) implies that 
b E AS + K, and the theorem is proved. 
The result of Kaul[6] is the special case of Theorem 1.1 in which S* = T, , 
A is replaced by AH, P E Cnxn is hermitian and positive semidefinite and 
K = PU with U = {u E Cn : uHPu < 11. We may see that our requirement 
(2) is equivalent to the condition 
Re( y, b) + ( yHfW2 >, 0 (4) 
of Kaul as follows. If (4) holds and yHPy # 0, then k = -( yHPy)-l/2 Py is in 
PU since u = -( yHP~)-l/~y satisfies uHPu = 1. With this choice of k we 
have Re( y, b - k) > 0. If yHPy = 0, we may take k = 0 to obtain 
Re( y, b - 12) 3 0. Conversely, assume that Re(y, b - Pu) >, 0 with 
uHPu < 1. Then 
because 
Re( y, b) + (yHPy>“” 2 W y, b) - Ret y, Pu) 3 0 
-Re( y, Pu) < (~~Py)l/~ (uHPu)l12 < (yHPy)‘12 
by the well-known Lemma 1 of [6]. It is also true that K = PU is bounded, 
closed and convex. That K is bounded may be shown by diagonalizing P and 
the convexity of K is an easy consequence of Lemma 1 of [7]. To see that K 
is closed, let Pui --f z with ui E U for all i. Then PP+Pq --f PP+z because 
is the limit of 
zHP+PP+x = xHP%z 
u,HPP+Pu, = t@PUi < 1, 
P+x E U. It follows that z = PP+z E PU = K. This proves that K is closed. 
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The same simple arguments may be used to characterize the sum S + K 
of a closed convex cone S in Cm and a closed bounded convex set K in 0’. 
The result is that b E S + K if and only if y E S* implies that 
Re(y,b-k) 20 for some KEK. 
2. A DUALITY THEOREM 
We are now ready to discuss our extension of the Bhatia-Kaul duality 
theorem [2]. Let S, K, b and A be as in Theorem 1.1 and let c E C*. Consider 
the following problems: 
I. Maximize the function 
dx) = Re(c, 4 + min{Re(x, K) : k E K} 
subject to b = Ax for some x E S. 
II. Minimize the function 
subject to the requirement AHy - c - h E S* for some k E K. 
We shall prove that I and II are dual provided that the following hypo- 
thesis holds: 
(H) x E S, Ax = 0 and p)(x) 3 0 implies that x = 0. 
The methods of Ben-Israel [l, Lemmas 4.2 and 4.31 will easily justify 
the next two lemmas. 
LEMMA 2.1. If II is feasible and I is inconsistent, then II is unbounded. 
LEMMA 2.2. If I is feasible and II is inconsistent, then I is unbounded. 
THEOREM 2.3. Let x, be an optimal solution of I. Then II has an optimal 
solution y0 and $(yJ = v(q). 
Proof. Let us set A! = v(xJ. Since p( x is concave and positively homo- ) 
geneous, we have v(x) < t&Z provided that bt = Ax for some t 3 0 and some 
x E S (see Lemma 2.4 of [2]). If 
EOXSXR+ 
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then the real part of the inner product of 
is 
-Re(c, x) + tM - Re(x, k,) = -p(x) + tM > 0 
if k, is chosen in K so that Re(x, k,) = min{Re(x, k) : k E K}. By Theorem 
1 .I, there are elements y,, E C”, z, E S*, w E R+* and K, E K such that 
Consequently, 
AHy,-c-kk,eS* and bHy,+w=M. 
Thus 
t,b(yJ = Re(Vy,) = M - Re w < M. 
However, if AHy - c - k E S* with k E K, then 
$( y) = Re( y, 6) = Re( y, Ax,) >, Re(c, x0) + Re(k 4 2 M. 
It follows that $(yJ = M and that y0 is an optimal solution of II. This 
completes the proof of Theorem 2.3. 
We now translate the duality theorem of Eisenberg [3] into the present 
environment. Given are nonzero polyhedral cones S in C” and T in Cm and 
positively homogeneous functions 91 : S + R and I,!J : T--f R which are 
concave and convex, respectively. Also given is a matrix A E PX”. One 
defines feasibility sets 
X = (x E S : Re(x, AHy) < 4(y) for ally E T), 
Y = {y E T : Re(x, AHy) 3 p(x) for all x 6 T}, 
and records the conditions 
(i) If x E S, - Ax E T* and p)(x) >, 0, then x = 0. 
(ii) If y E T, AHy E S* and $J( y) < 0, then y = 0. 
The principal results of [3] may be stated as follows: 
THEOREM 2.4 (Eisenberg). (1) If(i) holds and min{$( y) : y E Y} = $J( yO) 
exists, then max{y(x) : x E X} = v(xJ exists, and #(y,,) = cp(xO). 
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(2) If (ii) holds and max(q(x) : x E X} = v(xO) exists, then 
exists and v(x,J = $(yJ. 
(3) If both (i) and (ii) hold, then both extremes exist and they are equal. 
The proofs of Eisenberg are based on an exceedingly useful theorem of 
Fan, Clicksberg and Hoffman [4]. Only slight modifications of these proofs 
are needed to establish our statement of Eisenberg’s theorem. For example, 
to prove (3) one merely replaces the inequalities (4) of [3] by 
Re(s - Ax, yi) > 0, Re(-t + AHy, xR) > 0, 
Y44 - #(Y) > 0, 
for i = l,..., p and K = l,..., q; where y1 ,..., yP generate T and x1 ,..., xg 
generate S. Here x E S, y E T, Re(s, y) < $(y) for all y E T and 
Re(t, x) > v(x) for all x E S. 
THEOREM 2.5. Let yO be an optimal solution of II and let the hypothesis (H) 
hold. Then I has an an optimal solution x, and pj(x,,) = #(yJ. 
Proof. In order to apply Theorem 2.4, we introduce the following 
problems: 
I’. Maximize v(x) subject to x E S and 
Wx, AHy) G NY) for ally E Cm. 
II’. Minimize #( y) subject to y E Cm and 
Re(x, @Y) 2 dx) for all x E S. 
It is easy to verify, from the definitions, that I’ is equivalent to I and that 
II’ is equivalent to II. One also observes that the hypothesis (H) is precisely 
the condition (i) of Theorem 2.4. Thus Theorem 2.5 is an immediate conse- 
quence of Theorem 2.4. The reader will easily specialize this result to that 
of Bhatia and Kaul [2]. 
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